
How to Search Names in the Abraham Sampson Descendant PDF File

1. Prepare List of Your Family Names  

Using you own genealogy, make a list of ancestors before year 1800. If your have genealogy 

software, there is more than one way to do this. 

a. One way is to generate your ancestor chart. Select settings that will show birth and 

death dates. Include a Name index (Surname, first name, page number). Note the page 

number for the generation that has persons before 1800. 

i. Some software allows creating a report with name index before a certain birth 

year. The report table of contents must include: Surname, Given Name and 

report page #.

ii. Some software allows creating a report of selected generations with a name 

index. The report must have Surname, Given Name and report page #.

b. Scan the name index and highlight ALL the Surnames occurring on or after that Year 

1800 page number. Conveniently, the surnames are in alphabetical order.

2. Search the Abraham Sampson Database PDF file for Your Names  

Open the Abraham Sampson Database PDF file.

a. Tips: Control options are in the top ribbon.

i. Jump to a page by entering a page number.

ii. Options to Print, download, view two pages, etc.

b. Open page 2. See the Name Index start page number. Go to the Index Start page. Start 

the Surname search here. 

c. In your genealogy’s Name list, find the first Given Name that occurs after that page 

number for earlier than year 1800. Caution, be aware that in the early years, names 

were often spelled as they sounded to the recorder, so spelling variations occur.  If the 

spelling is close, then assume it is a “possible match.”

i. If no match, go on to the next pre-1800 Given name. 

ii. If no Given names found, go to the next pre-1800 Surname

iii. If a “possible match” on a pre-1800 Given Name, then go to the reports page 

number, find the Spouse’s Surname, Given Name.

1. Next, search for the Spouse’s Surname and Given name.

a. If not found, then not the same people.

b. If found, you likely have a match. Now check the 

birth/marriage/death dates for a match by going to the family 

group page in the report with date data. Compare to the dates in 

Your genealogy report.

i. In no match, then not the same people.



ii. If a match, then beginning with you, build your lineage for 

each generation to see if it goes to Abraham Sampson. If 

yes, you are an Abraham Sampson Descendant.

iv. If no match of a “Surname + Given Name combination,” then move on to the next

pre-1800 Surname in your list. Repeat the process in steps 2b until you have 

exhausted all your pre-1800 Surname + Given Name combinations. If no match 

is found you are most likely not an Abraham Sampson Descendant..

3. If you do find your ancestor named in the Abraham Sampson File, you can:

a. See Your Lineage  

See lineage from Your Ancestor to Abraham Sampson.  Example: For Sally DELANO, b 

in 1880, her ancestry line is shown in parenthesis. Each person has a unique individual 

ID number, Example: 2933. Sally DELANO (Isaac DELANO 1326, Hannah HOWLAND 426, 

Abraham HOWLAND Jr. 101, Abraham HOWLAND 21, Mary SAMPSON 4, Abraham 1) was born

on 3 Apr 1799 in Duxbury, Plymouth Co., Massachusetts and died on 30 Apr 1880 in Cambridge, 

Middlesex Co., Massachusetts at age 81.

b. Get Family Group Details  

For family group details, navigate to each person’s ID number in the lineage and copy or

print the data. To save space, the PDF report does not include source citations (see 

next).

c. Get Source Document Citations  

The PDF does not have reference citations to the valuable data sources. The references

citations will identify any known Mayflower lineage connections in descendant 

generations 1-6. The source references are available upon request.  See section 9. How

to request source citations for your lineage to Abraham Sampson.

9.  How to request source citations for your lineage to Abraham Sampson.

Source citations are available upon request for your lineage from yourself to Abraham Sampson. 

The fee is $35 and can be applied as a one year PHSK society membership (one year is $35). Make 

request to email address:  SampsonDatabase@phsk1620.org  .    Important, in the subject line state 

“Request Source Citations for my lineage to Abraham Sampson.”
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